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ABSTRACT
Conversational social video is becoming a worldwide trend.
Video communication allows a more natural interaction, when
aiming to share personal news, ideas, and opinions, by transmitting both verbal content and nonverbal behavior. However, the automatic analysis of natural mood is challenging,
since it is displayed in parallel via voice, face, and body. This
paper presents an automatic approach to infer 11 natural
mood categories in conversational social video using single
and multimodal nonverbal cues extracted from video blogs
(vlogs) from YouTube. The mood labels used in our work
were collected via crowdsourcing. Our approach is promising for several of the studied mood categories. Our study
demonstrates that although multimodal features perform
better than single channel features, not always all the available channels are needed to accurately discriminate mood in
videos.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to social media and mobile computing, conversational video is truly becoming ubiquitous. Many applications are allowing people to talk via video. This includes
the now “traditional” forms of video blogging on sites like
YouTube, two-way communication via FaceTime, or multiparty calls on Skype or Google hangouts, but also a new
generation of mobile applications like Vine, SnapChat, and
MixBit, that allow to share short video snippets with friends.
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The naturality and ubiquity of conversational video, where
people share personal news, ideas, opinions, and experiences,
opens the possibility to study human mood in real-life settings. Mood is defined as ”a conscious state of mind or
predominant emotion” [2] or “a temporary state of mind or
feeling” [4]. Automatic mood inference on social video could
be used to search for mood effects with respect to political
concerns, services, etc., as it is currently done on textual
sources like blogs and tweets [18, 35, 20]. Furthermore, it
could be used to recommend video playlists based on similar mood to the video creators themselves or to a general
audience.
The research progress in recognizing mood in text is significant [18]. Automatic mood labeling in written text logs
has received much attention, with the aim of understanding
associated moods to products, as well as political opinions
and population habits [33, 34, 25, 21, 38]. This said, video
brings with it the rich nonverbal dimension: people often
express their mood by exhibiting measurable behaviors in
their speech, facial expressions, and gestures, emphasizing
and modulating what is said [16]. A substantial amount of
research has also been done in audio processing and computer vision as individual modalities for automated mood
inference tasks using posed and naturalistic data [14, 26,
44]. In addition, an increasing amount of work is attempting
to understand mood from multimodal cues in both scripted
and realistic situations [42], and is exploring other individual variables like personality traits [7]. In our view, much of
the existing knowledge can be transferred to the social video
setting, including techniques to reliably label human mood,
computational modules for text and perceptual processing,
as well as previous experiences about the many challenges
associated to these tasks.
In this paper, we present a novel, systematic study on
automated inference of human mood in conversational social video. We study the feasibility of inferring a broad
set of 11 mood categories (happiness, excitement, relax,
sadness, boredom, disappointment, surprise, nervousness,
stress, anger, and overall mood) on YouTube vlogs from
a rich set of automatically extracted nonverbal and verbal
cues. Our contributions are as follows:
• We present a social video dataset of 264 vlogs downloaded from YouTube (3 minutes in average per video),
where the 11 annotated moods were manually produced via crowdsourcing, and manual speech transcriptions have also been generated. Vlogs are an excellent example to study social conversational video given
their wide availability, and might be used as a first

testbed as new video sharing applications emerge. Furthermore, the set of mood categories was designed to
study recognition tasks beyond the positive/negative
mood polarity task.
• We use state-of-the-art methods to automatically extract nonverbal features in ubiquitous video that contains variations in quality, background, lighting, etc.
Our feature set, while not new in terms of new extraction techniques, is comprehensive and includes speaking activity, prosody, visual activity, facial expressions,
and linguistic and paralinguistic categories that have
been validated in psychometric terms. This allows for
a systematic evaluation.
• Using two supervised learning methods, we conduct a
study of the effect of single and combined modalities
(verbal and nonverbal) on mood inference performance
for each of the mood categories. We also examine the
effect of inter-annotator agreement on mood inference
performance. The study shows that even though mood
inference is a challenging task, we can recognize several categories in a binary classification setting, with
promising results for Overall mood and Excited (69%
and 68%), both statistically better than a majority
class baseline. Moreover, although multimodal features perform better than single channel features, not
always all the available channels are needed to discriminate mood levels.
The paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work
in Section 2. Our approach is summarized in Section 3. In
Section 4 we describe our corpus and annotations. Section 5
describes the nonverbal and verbal cues and the machine
learning framework used in the study. We present and discuss results in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.

2.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss previous work that has examined mood inference from textual and perceptual data.
Mood inference from text. Studies in psychology have
revealed strong connections between the words we use to express ourselves in written and spoken forms with personal
traits and emotional states [40, 30]. It is thus not surprising
that text analysis techniques have exploded to examine these
dimensions in text blogs, product reviews, and social media,
under the umbrella term of sentiment analysis [18]. One of
the first mood classification approaches using written blogs
was presented in [33], using the LiveJournal dataset (815k
blogs, 200 words per blog on average.) A set of mood labels were provided by the blogger themselves (from a list
of available moods along with an option to add a new labels) when submitting the blog entries. The method used
n-grams and other features capturing basic statistics from
the text, and SVMs. Another early approach proposed to
classify moods in blogs used term frequency/inverse document frequency (tf/idf) and the 5,000 most frequent English
words, also using LiveJournal blogs (168 words per blog on
average) [25]. A separate method on LiveJournal proposed
for mood categorization used orientation scores from positive and negative words, verbs, and adjectives in addition
to Bag-of-Words (BoW) and text statistics [21]. This work
showed that sentiment orientation improved mood classification performance up to 63.5%, as compared to only using

text statistics (40%). More recently, Nguyen et al. [37] presented also mood classification from blogs using tf/idf, BoW
and Affective Norms of English (ANEW) words, using two
blog datasets in the analysis, and reporting performance of
up to 77.6% classification accuracy based on different feature
selection schemes per mood.
There has also been an explosion of work to characterize
sentiment in social media short text sources (tweets, comments, tips, etc.). The characterization of polarity of tweets
is challenging due to the brevity of text (140 characters in
a tweet vs. 200 words in a blog entry) and the use of idiosyncratic jargons. Well-known examples of mood analysis
include [35] who presented visualizations of mood fluctuations over time and space in the US context, and [20], which
examined daily and seasonal fluctuations of mood worldwide
according to a number of contextual factors. A recent work
that examined the potential of crowdsourcing-based labeling of tweet mood is [13] based on the circumplex model
(that describes valence and activation dimensions). While
our work also uses crowdsourcing to obtain mood labels, in
contrast to all the above literature, our study integrates the
video and audio modalities to text, and so brings in the
possibility of complementing sentiment analysis techniques.
Mood inference from audio and video. Many psychological studies have demonstrated the relationship between affective states, including mood and emotions, and
expressive human behavior. A significant body of work
has also studied mood inference from audio and video but
without specifically addressing social video. Regarding audio, mood in non-written forms has been explored using
acoustic features. As one early example, the work in [24]
used acoustic features to distinguish between negative and
non-negative emotions from females and males, using labeled utterances from a call center application. The study
found consistent improvement of performance using combined acoustic and language features (emotionally salient
words), for both females and males. Several other affective
states related to emotion have been studied in the speech
community for several years, with some comparison initiatives (e.g. [14]), but not using social video as we do in this
paper.
Regarding visual processing, facial expressions reveal internal states [16], and numerous efforts have been made to
develop video-based automatic recognition systems of facial
expressions, e.g. [44]. As a result, advanced facial expression
analyzers are now publicly/commercially available, e.g. [26]
and [3]. Based on these techniques, the automatic analysis of spontaneous facial expressions in the wild is one key
topic in affective computing. The target affective states include prototypical emotions [44], emotional dimensions such
as valence and arousal [32], empathy [23], pain [29, 27], and
depression [19]. Some of them have focused on the observers’ impressions about the target person [32, 23], like
the present study. One recent study classified viewers’ preferences for video advertisements from their smiles produced
during video watching [31]. A fundamental difference between that work and ours is that, instead of analyzing the
passive behavior of observers, we are interested in modeling
the mood of active speakers in social video.
Finally, the combination of audio and video cues for recognizing affective states has been studied in the past. A
well known study in a laboratory setting reported classification of 11 emotional states using prosodic features from sub-
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Figure 1: Our approach. We address the automatic
inference of the perceived mood in conversational
social video from single and multimodal features.
jects displaying requested emotions [42]. The single acoustic modality performed relatively poorly, although combined
modalities (motion facial units and prosodic features) improved significantly the classification performance. To our
knowledge, the closest work to ours is [36], which used 47
videos from YouTube where people expressed product reviews. Each video was normalized at 30-second duration
and manually labeled as negative, neutral or positive. While
single modalities showed low performance of up to 41.9% (Fmeasure), additional experiments using multimodal features
(gaze, smile, words polarity, pause, and pitch) showed a considerable increase of performance up to 55.3%. In contrast
to this work, we study a significantly richer set of moods (11
categories, one of which corresponds to overall mood) on a
significantly larger (5.6 times as many videos and users) and
more diverse dataset, containing a variety of topics and user
intentions, i.e., not only product reviews.

3.

OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

Figure 1 presents our approach. First we automatically
extract a large number of nonverbal and verbal cues per vlog
that allow multimodal analysis. Then we use a classification
framework to infer binary mood labels.
The nonverbal features include audio cues, i.e., acoustic features (e.g., pitch, energy, speaking rate, formants and
bandwidths) computed from the audio channel; visual features, that capture looking activity, pose cues and visual activity, and additionally, we also compute Facial expressions
cues. For the verbal cues, we computed word categories
using Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) from manual
transcriptions from the vlogs. We describe the feature extraction process in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
Regarding classification, to have balanced classes and to
avoid overfitting, we divided the samples per mood using
the median value from the mood labels, and applied 10-fold
cross-validation, where train and test sets are disjoint sets.
The features are normalized using z-normalization z=N(0,1)
and they are passed to the binary classifier, in this case Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF). For
analysis, we perform inferences using features from single
modality cues, and then we perform feature fusion. The
outputs of the classifier are then thresholded and assigned
to their respective mood class (e.g., Happy and Non-Happy).

4.

DATASET

We used a dataset of YouTube conversational social video
shared by Biel and Gatica-Perez [7]. This data includes
264 vlogs, each one featuring one single vlogger talking in

front of the webcam. The spoken language is English. The
collection had no restriction in terms of the topics addressed
by the vloggers or the recording setting, so the dataset is
quite diverse with respect to the content and the audio and
visual quality of the videos. The typical vlog is recorded
indoors with a commercial webcam, lasts about 3min, and
features the head and shoulders of the vlogger.
The dataset also includes annotations of mood and demographic impressions that were collected from people watching vlogs in Mechanical Turk. The reason to use non-experts
in the annotations is supported by the findings reported
in [15, 43], which affirm that untrained observers can accurately judge spontaneous and natural emotions. Moreover,
one of the advantages of labeling mood via crowdsourcing
is that the annotators watch the video in ecologically valid
conditions, i.e., watching them directly from YouTube. Concerning the demographics of the dataset, approximately 70%
of the vloggers were labeled as below 24 years old (majority between 18-24 years), and around 80% of the population
was reported as Caucasian. With respect to the gender, it is
mostly balanced: 53% Female and 47% Males. More details
on these annotations can be found in [6]. Clearly our sample
is not a fair sample of the world population, but reflects the
statistics of the YouTube, English speaking video blogger
community.
For each vlogger, five MTurk workers annotated ten items
that cover ten affective states (one item per state), as well
as one overall judgment of mood (positive or negative). The
use of these number of workers for the annotation task, is
supported by the findings of Snow et al. [43]: “For an affect
recognition task we find that we require an average of 4
non-expert labels per item in order to emulate expert-level
quality”. Note however that the task in [43] and ours are
not the same. The study of this issue in more detail is part
of future work.
As measure of reliability for the annotations, we use the
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient measure ICC(1, k), which
is a standard measure used in psychology. These judgments
are averaged across annotators (used as ground-truth in our
paper), and are reliable with the following intra-class correlations (ICC(1, k), k = 5): Overall mood (.75), Happy (.76),
Excited (.74), Angry (.67), Disappointed (.61), Sad (.58),
Relaxed (.54), Bored (.52), Stressed (.50), Surprised (.48),
Nervous (.25). These ICC values show that high arousal
moods such as Excited, Happy, or Angry are easier to judge
by annotators, a result that may in part be explained by this
moods manifesting more explicitly in vloggers’ behavior. As
reported in [6], the overall judgments of mood can be explained mainly as a combination of Happiness, Excitement,
Relax, and Anger judgments.
We complemented this dataset with the manual transcriptions of vlogs, which was performed by a professional company. The transcriptions have in average 625.9 words per
vlog.

5. AUTOMATIC MOOD INFERENCE
We integrated several audio processing, computer vision
and text analysis technologies to characterize vloggers’ nonverbal and verbal behavior. In Section 5.1, we describe the
methods used to compute nonverbal cues from audio and
video, while in Section 5.2 we explain the analysis technique
used to characterize verbal content. In Section 5.3 we give
details about the classifiers.

5.1 Nonverbal Cues

as cognitive and psychological states [16]. Today, real-time
facial analysis can be addressed with tools such as the ComIn this work, we investigate three different nonverbal beputer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) [26]. Though
havioral sources that have been documented by research in
these technologies have been developed for videos without
nonverbal communication as conveying emotional informaspeech, research has also shown that applied to conversation [22]: vocal cues, visual activity, and facial expressions.
tional social video, automatic facial expression cues derived
from CERT can be used to predict vlogger personality [9].
5.1.1 Audio nonverbal cues
We followed the approach used in [9] to aggregate the
Voice is a primary channel for expressing emotion in huframe-by-frame outputs of CERT which include seven exmans [22]. Research has shown that emotion perception
pressions of emotion, a neutral expression, and one smile
depends on changes in pitch, volume and speaking rate [41],
and has repeatedly showed that automatically extracted prosodic signal. First, we converted frame-by-frame estimates to a
binary segmentation that divides each expression signal into
cues are useful to capture personal and emotional informaactive-inactive regions, and then, we computed features such
tion [24, 42].
as the active time, the duration of active time and number
We extracted prosodic cues that estimate the pitch, enof active turns. Active-inactive segmentations were obtained
ergy and speaking rate of vloggers. First, we processed the
with two approaches: based on thresholding the raw output
audio channel of vlogs using PRAAT [11] to generate frame(THR) as well as using a a two-state (active/inactive) Hidby-frame estimates of these and other related signals (e.g.
den Markov model to detect the active states. Each method
the second and third formants and their bandwidth). Secgenerates 27 facial expression cues.
ond, we aggregated features across the whole video duration by computing the mean, median, mean-scaled standard
5.2 Verbal Cues
deviation, maximum, minimum, and entropy. In total, we
Social psychology research has shown that the words peocomputed 98 prosodic cues.
ple use in their daily interactions reflect information about
people’s psychological constructs and concerns [39]. Com5.1.2 Visual activity nonverbal cues
pared to videos, text is easier to process and can be auGesture, gaze, posture, and movement are rich sources
tomatically analyzed using tools such as the Linguistic Inof personal and affective states available though the visual
quiry Word Count (LIWC) which categorizes words into 77
channel. The extraction of these nonverbal cues in social
linguistic and paralinguistic categories that have been valivideo is challenging due to the variety of content available,
dated in psychometric terms. This tool has been previously
but has nevertheless been successfully addressed to build
applied to analyze essays and text blogs [1].
computational models of vlogger personality [7].
We explore the use of verbal content to predict mood
We extracted three different types of visual nonverbal
through
the analysis of manual transcriptions of vlogs. Each
cues. First, we extracted looking activity cues (cues retranscript was processed with LIWC to breakdown word catlated to gaze) obtained from looking-non-looking segmenegory usage based on relative word occurrences (note that
tations including the time looking at the camera, the averin LIWC, words can be assigned to more than one category
age duration of looking segments, and the number of lookat a time). Each LIWC category count is treated as verbal
ing turns. These looking activity segmentations were procue. This results in feature vectors of 81 dimensions.
duced following a method based on a frontal face detector
and that has been shown useful to capture looking behaviors in vlogs at scale, i.e., without manual intervention [8].
Second, we used the position and size of facial detections
to compute pose cues such as the proximity to the camera and the horizontal and vertical framing of the vlogger
(i.e., the position of the vlogger with respect to the center
of the frame). Finally, we characterized the visual activity of vloggers through the computation of weighted motion
energy images (wMEI). wMEIs are gray scale images that
measure the accumulated motion through the whole video
(one single image is generated per video, where brighter pixels correspond to regions with higher motion). From this,
we computed several features such as the entropy, mean,
median, and the vertical and horizontal center of mass.
In addition to the visual only activity features, we also
extracted a few multimodal cues generated from lookingnot-looking and speech-non-speech segmentations. In particular, we computed the looking-while-speaking time (L&S),
the time looking-while-not-speaking (L&NS), and the multimodal ratio (L&S/L&NS), which capture joint patterns of
speech and gaze. The total number visual and multimodal
cues sums up to 31.

5.1.3 Facial expressions
Facial expressions are very important cues in human perception [22], accounting for personality traits [5], as well

5.3 Inferring Mood
To infer the mood in vlogs, we use SVM (Regression) with
Gaussian kernel (k(x, x′ ) = exp(−γ||x − x′ ||2 )), given that
it manages data with many attributes, finds the optimal
solution, and it has shown efficiency modelling complex realworld problems [10, 33, 25].
We also use Random Forest Regression given that it does
not tend to overfit the data (OOB: out-of-bag samples to
estimate the generalization error), it is fast to build (grows
trees in parallel), it is robust to outliers, it can handle data
from mixed types, and often performs automatic selection
of features [12].
We train the supervised learners, one per mood (k={happy,
excited, ...}) using single and multimodal cues, where the input vector contains the respective set of features (f ). In the
test phase, the outputs from the learners are thresholded
(using the median value) to perform two-class classification
per mood.
M oodfk (vlogi ) =



1 if y(vlogi ) ≥ M ediank ;
0 if y(vlogi ) < M ediank .

Where moodfk means the label assigned to the vlogi , tested
with the mood classifier k (k={happy, excited, ...}) given
the features f . The output of the classifier y(vlogi ) is then

thresholded using the median value of the mood k. Later
on, we estimate the significance of the accuracy (at 95%
confidence level) using a two-tailed standard binomial significance test with z = N (0, 1), i.e., mean=0 and standard
deviation=1 [28] with respect to the baseline. The baseline
per mood corresponds to majority class performance.

6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results for the automatic
mood inference. We first present the results organized per
cue modality, followed by a discussion about the best results
obtained for each mood. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the performance per mood, using SVM and RF. In the figures, the
blue line represents the majority class baseline performance
(note that this is around but not exactly 50% due to several
vlogs having the same median mood value); and the red line
corresponds to performance that is statistically better than
the baseline at 95% confidence interval.

6.1 Audio Nonverbal Cues (A)
For Audio features as single modaltity, the performance
for 9 moods is not statistically better than the baseline. In
Figure 3 (RF), we only observe significant performance improvement for Excited and Bored at 61.9% and 60.6% respectively.

6.2 Visual Nonverbal Cues (V)
The single visual channel includes gaze, posture, motion
and multimodal (gaze and speaking) patterns, described in
Section 5.1. From Figures 2 and 3, for Excited mood we
observe that these cues perform significantly better than the
baseline (63.3% and 65.3% for SVM and RF respectively).
Which could be explained by the fact that highly excited
vloggers exhibit high motion in their videos.
Moreover, we can observe from Figure 3 that Visual cues
and RF can infer 3 additional moods including Disappointed
(62.6%), Sad (59.6%) and Bored (61.0%). On one hand,
higher changes in posture and motion capture properly the
Disappointed mood, on the other hand, slow motion and
slow pace of gaze and speaking patterns make accurate differences between Sad/Non-Sad and Bored/Non-Bored.
Facial expressions as single cue can infer Happy and Excited moods; both learners (SVM and RF) perform statistically better than the baseline (See Figures 2 and 3). For
Happiness, we obtain 61% (SVM) and 62.4% (RF); perhaps the explained by the accurate detection of smiles from
frontal faces in the video. For Excitement, we obtain 61.1%
(SVM) and 60.3% (RF), possibly due to the accurate detection of basic expressions of joy and smiles. We also can
observe significantly accuracy for Overall mood (58.4%) and
Bored (61.4%) from Figure 3 (RF). Finally, Sad (60% SVM)
in Figure 2, also performs statistically better than the baseline, reasonably explained by accurate detection of sad expressions (eyebrows and lip corner depressor).

6.3 Verbal Cues (L)
The word categories derived from the Verbal content, show
significantly better performance than the baseline for the
Overall mood (60.1% for SVM and 64.5% for RF, from Figures 2 and 3 respectively).
From Figure 3 we observe significantly accurate performance for Happy (61.3%), Disappointed (59.1%) and Sad
(59.1%). Perhaps, is not surprising that Sad mood can be

accurately detected if the verbal content reveal high percentages on word categories like death (e.g., die, alive, war), sad
(e.g., unsuccessful, tragic, sad) and quantifiers (e.g., a lot,
anymore, less).
From Figure 2, we also observe statistically significant performance for Angry (up to 64.6%). Intuitively, Angry mood
could be strongly associated with spoken word categories
like Swear, Anger and Negative Emotions.

6.4 Multimodal Cues
For Overall mood, Happy and Angry, although all features
perform statistically significant, the best multimodal combination is with Verbal and Facial Expression Cues (L+F). As
we can observe in Figure 3 (RF), Overall mood and Happy
(68.98% and 64.0% respectively), and Angry mood (65.1%
with SVM) in Figure 2.
From figures 2 and 3, we observe that the best multimodal
combination using Audio, Visual and Facial Cues (AVF, i.e.,
only nonverbal cues), performs the best for Excited (67.2%
with SVM and 68.3% with RF).
For Disappointed and Surprised, the best multimodal combination is using Verbal and Visual Cues (L+V). From
Figure 3, RF preforms at 65.96% for Disappointed. For
Surprised, only SVM performs significantly better than the
baseline (64.0% from Figure 2).
For Sad, Relaxed and Bored, All the features (Audio,
Visual, Facial and Verbal Cues) are needed to reach the best
performance. As we can observe in Figure 2 (SVM) for Sad
and Relaxed (64.9% and 66.0% respectively) and Figure 3
(RF) for Bored (64.1%).

6.5 Discussion of Overall Results
Table 1 shows the summary of best accuracy achieved per
mood using any possible combination of modalities. Each
mood is illustrated by a snapshot of a vlog that has one of
the top scores for the specific mood. Furthermore, moods
whose ICC > 0.5 and ≤ 0.5 are separated by a line. Moods
are ordered according to their ICC reliability. Note that we
only include results for which the performance is statistically
better than the baseline. This shows that 2 moods could not
be classified better than majority class (Stressed and Surprised, see empty entries in Table 1). For the other 9 mood
labels, we see that SVM and RF split the number of times
they perform the best (4 for SVM, 5 for RF), although the
performance differences are not statistically significant. The
overall mood task resulted in the highest performance (69%).
Two important observations are the following. First, for all
moods it was a combination of features (although not necessarily the same ones) what produced the best performance.
Second, we do not observe any clear pattern between performance and reliability for moods with ICC > 0.5. This means
that the reliable moods tend to produce similar performance
than less reliable ones (which correspond to noisier tasks).
That said, the results for the least reliable moods (Stressed,
Surprised, Nervous, ICC ≤ 0.5) are largely not statistically
significant.
In addition, we also present the computed Receiver operating characteristics (ROC), area under the curve (AUC).
The AUC in binary classification, is equivalent to: “the
probability that the classifier will rank a randomly chosen
positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative
instance” [17]. The greater the area, the better the performance of the classifier. In Table 1, we observe that the
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Figure 2: Mood Classification Accuracy comparison using SVM. Moods are ordered according to their ICC
reliability value (see Section 4). A: Audio, V: Visual, F: Facial, L: Verbal, L+A: Verbal and Audio, L+V:
Verbal and Visual, L+F: Verbal and Facial, AVF: Audio, Visual and Facial, All: All features. Blue line:
Baseline method (Majority class), Red line: Significantly better than baseline at 95% confidence interval.
Overall Mood label also results in highest AUC (0.75), and
that the most reliable moods seem to obtain only slightly
higher AUC (0.69-0.75) compared to the rest (0.65-0.7).
As an example, Figure 4 shows the ROC curves from
the AUC values using RF, the ROC curves are computed
merging the 10 folds. We can observe that RF is promising classifier for Happy with AUC=0.70 (confidence interval
(c.i.)=[0.63,0.76]), Excited with AUC=0.74 (c.i.=[0.68,0.80]),
Disappointed with AUC=0.70 (c.i.=[0.63,0.76]) and Angry
with AUC=0.69 (c.i.=[0.63,0.75]).
We conclude this section by discussing our findings in comparison with previous work:
• Although no direct comparison with text blogs is possible because of different number of moods and different
data sources, we can point out the best overall performance, 63.5% using word sentiment orientation, verbs,
adjectives, BoW and text statistics in [21].
• With respect to video, no direct comparison to previous work is possible for the same reasons, nevertheless
we can cite the work by Morency et al., [36] with reported performance of up to 55.3% (F-measure) using
multimodal features to discriminate between negative,
neutral or positive product reviews. In our case, for the
overall mood we obtain 69% accuracy on a binary task
using a more diverse (in topics) and larger dataset.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a systematic study of mood
inference in ubiquitous social video from verbal and nonverbal cues. Based on a set of crowdsourced mood categories,
our work showed that, while the task is challenging, several
of these categories can be recognized in the simplest binary
classification setting with performance that is statistically
better than a majority class baseline. The best performance
was obtained for Overall mood and Excited (69% and 68%
accuracy), which are categories that can be of great value in
social video applications (e.g. related to sentiment analysis).
We also found that mood categories that have low reliability in terms of annotation agreement result in non-significant
performance improvement.
We showed that although multimodal features perform
better than single channel features, not always all the available channels are needed to accurately discriminate mood in
videos. We observed that the verbal content augmented the
nonverbal information for many of the moods. Our findings
revealed that to model mood is important to know the spoken categories appearing in a video, including categories related to health (e.g., hungover, pain), swearing words, anger
(e.g., hate, annoyed), anxiety (e.g., worried, nervous), etc.,
in addition to the positive and negative emotion categories,
that have shown improvement in mood inference from text
blogs [33].
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Figure 3: Mood Classification Accuracy comparison using RF. Moods are ordered according to their ICC
reliability value (see Section 4). A: Audio, V: Visual, F: Facial, L: Verbal, L+A: Verbal and Audio, L+V:
Verbal and Visual, L+F: Verbal and Facial, AVF: Audio, Visual and Facial, All: All features. Blue line:
Baseline method (Majority class), Red line: Significantly better than baseline at 95% confidence interval.
As part of future work, first we consider that a larger
dataset would improve the training phase and thus might
provide better inferences. Secondly, we plan to apply automatic speech recognition and replicate our experiments
using partial verbal content (only using the most accurately
recognized keywords), to explore the feasibility of a fully
automatic system. Third, since in practice there could be
several “active” moods per vlog, we could aggregate the outputs of each binary mood classifier and use posterior probabilities to keep the top 2-4 moods to characterize each vlog,
following the evaluation of posterior probabilities of empathy proposed in [23]. Finally, the automatic inference of
overall mood (positive or negative) could be embedded in a
social video recommendation system prototype for a ubiquitous video service, or to infer the affective state of patients
in online support groups.
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